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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the design and evaluation of an au-

tomatic speech recognition (ASR) system on the Naval

Research Laboratory Speech In Noise (SPINE) speech

corpus. This corpus represents a task which involves

human-human interaction on a constrained problem solv-

ing scenario under six di�erent simulated noisy environ-

ments. Acoustic and language modeling were performed

using a small dataset taken entirely from a subset of

the acoustic environments. Speech recognition was per-

formed on continuous conversations by detecting speech

utterances, performing acoustic feature analysis and nor-

malization, and adapting HMMmodels in multiple passes

over each conversation-side. The ASR word accuracy

(WAC) ranged from 77 percent in an o�ce environment

to 61 percent in conditions that include signi�cant levels

of background speech and noise.

1 INTRODUCTION

Research on robust ASR techniques has been limited by

the lack of speech data available for representing the

range of noisy environments that these techniques are

designed to address. This paper presents an experimen-

tal study evaluating an ASR system on a task involving

a wide range of acoustic environments and transducers.

The system is con�gured using a small quantity of speech

data and orthographic transcriptions taken from a subset

of the target environments. Approximately seven hours

of acoustic data were used for training state clustered

acoustic hidden Markov models (HMMs) and only ap-

proximately 63,000 words of text were used for training

n-gram statistical language models. This is far less data

that is generally available for training models for most

ASR tasks. It will be shown in the paper that tech-

niques for feature analysis and compensation, acoustic

modeling and adaptation, and utterance detection and

segmentation are all a�ected by di�ering environmental

conditions.

The paper consists of a description of the modeling and

analysis procedures that are used in the multiple pass

ASR system along with an experimental study describ-

ing the performance of these techniques on the SPINE

evaluation set. To provide context for this experimen-

tal study, the SPINE database and our motivation for

use of the database is discussed in Section 2. Section 3

provides a description of the baseline ASR system. This

includes a description of the training of acoustic hidden

Markov models (HMMs) and n-gram statistical language

models, the multiple pass ASR system, acoustic feature

analysis, and utterance segmentation. Section 4 presents

an experimental study evaluating the performance of the

baseline ASR system on the SPINE task.

2 SPINE TASK

Progress in developing ASR systems that are robust with

respect to noisy acoustic environments has been limited

by two issues. The �rst issue has to do with a general

lack of understanding of how noise processes interact with

speech. This has made it di�cult to simulate speech

corrupted by these noisy environments. Experimental

studies using simulated noisy environments created by

adding noise to speech recorded under quiet conditions

have not been good predictors of how the systems would

perform under actual noisy conditions. The second issue

has to do with the fact that many of the techniques that

have been developed are e�ective only under a limited

class of environmental conditions. As a result, it has been

di�cult to predict whether techniques evaluated under

one set of noisy conditions will generalize to conditions

with di�ering characteristics.

The SPINE speech corpus begins to address both of

these issues. To address the �rst issue, speech was

recorded in rooms where noise generated in the original

noisy environment was reproduced. Hence, the talkers

were actually speaking in the noisy environment and were

speaking through the transducer that would be used in

that environment. To address the second issue, six dif-

ferent noise types were used for evaluating systems with

speech from only four of these noise types used in ASR

training.

The SPINE ASR evaluation task was organized by the

Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) [6]. The speech cor-

pus was originally collected by the Arcon Corporation

as part of the Arcon Communicability Evaluation. A

simple, constrained domain interactive scenario was en-

acted by pairs of talkers [6]. Each talker was located in

a sound booth where recordings of one of six noisy envi-

ronments was played through a loud-speaker. The talker

spoke into a transducer that is associated with the given

environment. There were six di�erent environments.

These included an aircraft carrier control decision center

(AC carrier), an AWACS airplane (E3 AWACS), a mili-

tary vehicle (HMMWV), a military �eld shelter (MCE),

an o�ce environment (O�ce), and a quiet environment

(Quiet). Of the six conditions, the AC carrier, MCE,

and O�ce conditions contained some background speech.

However, the presence of background speech was most

pronounced for the AC carrier condition. The training

data included 140 conversations and 20 talkers. A set

of utterances of diagnostic rhyme test (DRT) vocabulary

words from several environments were also available for

training. The test set included 120 conversations and 40
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talkers, where 20 of the talkers in the test set were also

contained in the training set. The E3 AWACS and MCE

conditions were not represented in the training data. The

training conversations contained a total of 1016 words

excluding partial words and word fragments. The to-

tal vocabulary size used in acoustic and language model

training was 1,079 words which accounts for DRT words

not contained in the training conversations.

3 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

This section provides a brief summary of the baseline

ASR system. First, feature analysis and normalization,

including frequency warping based speaker normaliza-

tion, are described. Second, acoustic and language model

training is described. Third, the procedure used for de-

tecting speech and segmenting utterances into speech and

background segments is described. Finally, the multiple

pass speech recognition procedure is described.

3.1 Feature Analysis

Feature analysis was performed using a mel frequency

�lter bank cepstrum coe�cient (MFCC) front-end with

an 8 KHz bandwidth. A minimum mean squared error

log spectrum amplitude estimator (MMSE-LSA) based

speech enhancement algorithm was applied as a prepro-

cessing stage to feature extraction [5]. Conversation side

based cepstrum mean subtraction (CMS) was performed

in training and testing. Frequency warping based speaker

normalization was applied to both training and testing

utterances over a conversation side [3]. For both the

training and test data, an optimum single parameter

linear warping factor was computed for each conversa-

tion side by maximizing the likelihood of the warped

data with respect to the model described in Section 3.2.

In training, a new HMM was trained from the warped

cepstrum. In recognition, decoding was run using the

warped HMM and the warped cepstrum.

3.2 Acoustic Modeling

Continuous density Gaussian HMMs were trained from

the SPINE conversation sides and DRT utterances which

were segmented into discrete utterances by human tran-

scribers. A total of 15,108 utterances corresponding to

7.2 hours of speech were used. Forward-backward HMM

training was used to train an initial set of tri-phone mod-

els consisting of a single Gaussian mixture per state for

each tri-phone context in the training corpus. These

models were used as input to a decision tree based state

clustering algorithm to yield a clustered model consisting

of 1300 states. Gaussian mixture splitting was used to

obtain a �nal HMM with a maximum of six mixtures per

state for a total of approximately 8700 densities.

3.3 Language Modeling

A 4-gram language model was trained from the 280

manually transcribed and segmented SPINE conversa-

tion sides. This amounted to a total of 11,957 utterances

and 63,348 word tokens in the training set. The lexi-

con consisted of a total of 1,079 words which included

the 1016 words in the training transcriptions augmented

by entries in the list of 237 DRT words that were not

contained in the transcriptions. The DRT words, not

represented in the training utterances, were added to the

language model with a unigram weight equivalent to the

least frequent DRT word in the training. The training

counts were discounted by the Katz method [2], and the

language model was reduced in size by discarding unin-

formative higher order n-grams, using the technique of

Seymore and Rosenfeld [7].

3.4 Speech Detection and Utterance Segmenta-

tion

The SPINE audio recordings contain speech segments

embedded in long intervals of acoustic background noise.

Performing ASR on the continuous, unsegmented audio

recordings was considered both impractical and ine�-

cient. It was considered impractical because of problems

with word candidates being inserted in background in-

tervals of the unsegmented conversation sides. It was

considered ine�cient because of the need for performing

recognition over non-speech intervals. An ad hoc pro-

cedure was developed for segmenting the audio samples

for a given conversation side into segments that contain

mainly speech or mainly noisy background samples.
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Figure 1: Procedure for detecting speech from con-
tinuous conversation-side recordings.

The segmentation algorithm is outlined in the block

diagram in Figure 1. The procedure can be divided into

three parts: audio preprocessing, voice activity detection

(VAD) based on the global system for mobile commu-

nications (GSM) VAD algorithm [1], and segment post-

processing. Acoustic preprocessing was applied to the

input speech in order to optimize the performance of

the VAD algorithm. First, speech was energy normal-

ized and down-sampled from 16 KHz to 8 KHz in order

to be compatible with the standard implementation of

the VAD [1]. Second, the MMSE-LSA speech enhance-

ment algorithm [5] was applied to the normalized, down-

sampled speech to improve the performance of the VAD.

The VAD continually updates a speech/non-speech de-

cision threshold that is based on spectral stationarity

and voice periodicity measures derived from estimates of

the LPC spectrum and fundamental frequency, respec-

tively. Frame based speech/non-speech decisions were

made by comparing the frame energy with the VAD de-

cision threshold.

The postprocessing procedure involved pruning speech

segments that were likely to have been falsely detected

by the VAD and merging adjacent segments that were

likely to be associated with the same utterance. Segment

merging and pruning decisions were based on segment

level energy and duration statistics. Segment pruning

decisions were based on a conversation-side based energy

threshold. This threshold was estimated by modeling the

conversation side frame energies as a mixture of Gaus-

sians, identifying those mixture components most likely

to be associated with background, and assigning the en-

ergy threshold in order to best separate background and

speech mixtures in this distribution.

3.5 Recognition System

ASR was performed on independent conversation sides

in multiple passes over the data. Initial speech/silence

segmentation was performed using the VAD based seg-

mentation algorithm described above. A �rst ASR pass

was performed on the segmented utterances using a sim-

ple HMM model. The decoded strings were used to es-
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timate frequency warping factors for each conversation

side. Frequency-warped cepstral features were generated

for each utterance. A second ASR pass was performed

on frequency warped data using the \warped" HMM

model trained from warped cepstral features. The de-

coded strings from this pass were used to estimate a single

maximum likelihood linear regression (MLLR) speaker

adaptation matrix for each conversation side. A �nal

ASR pass was then performed on the adapted HMM.

4 EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

An experimental study was performed to evaluate the

e�ectiveness of the techniques that make up the system

described in Section 3. The e�ect of procedures applied

for feature analysis, speech detection, and acoustic mod-

eling on ASR word accuracy (WAC) will be described.

4.1 Feature Analysis and Acoustic Modeling

The word accuracies obtained for the feature analysis and

acoustic modeling techniques described in Section 3 are

given in Table 1. These were computed over a develop-

ment set containing 30 conversation-sides and with ref-

erence transcriptions containing 6,780 reference words.

The \decoding step" indicated in the third column indi-

cates that the associated \technique" is performed prior

to the given decoding pass. The baseline WAC of 60.7

percent listed in the �rst row of Table 1 was obtained us-

ing the unwarped HMM model described in Section 3.2

with a wide-band, 8 KHz MFCC front-end. Wide-band

spectral analysis was found to out perform narrow-band,

4 KHz MFCC analysis by nearly 2 percent absolute

WAC. However, this performance di�erence was not con-

sistent across all conditions.

There are several observation that can be made from

Table 1. First, MMSE-LSA based speech enhancement

was shown to perform better than the baseline WAC

by approximately one percent. Speech enhancement was

also found to have a slightly greater e�ect when narrow-

band analysis was used. Second, it is clear from the third

row of Table 1 that frequency warping based speaker nor-

malization provided the single largest increase in word

accuracy of all the acoustic modeling techniques inves-

tigated. This increase of over four percent WAC was

greater than would have been expected, and is thought to

be attributable to the relatively small number of speak-

ers in the acoustic training data. Fourth, rows four and

�ve of Table 1 show that the combination of CMS and

unsupervised, conversation side - based MLLR speaker

adaptation increase word accuracy by 3.5 absolute per-

centage points. When no CMS was used, applying MLLR

had a greater e�ect on performance.

Technique WAC Decoding Step

MFCC Front-End 60.7
Pass 1

MMSE-LSA Speech Enh. 61.5

Frequency Warping 66.1
Pass 2

CMS 67.7

MLLR Adaptation 69.6 Pass 3

Table 1: ASR WAC measured on a 30 conversa-
tion-side development corpus

4.2 Speech Detection

The behavior of the automatic speech detection / ut-

terance segmentation algorithm was compared to man-

ual utterance segmentations that were distributed with

the SPINE database. An attempt was made to compare

both the characteristics of the segmentations and also the

WAC obtained when the utterances arising from the au-

tomatic and manual segmentation procedures were used

for recognition.

A frame detection measure was used to evaluate the

performance of the automatic speech detection procedure

using the manually derived utterance segmentations as a

reference. The probability of detecting a manually la-

beled speech frame, Pdet, was computed along with the

probability of falsely labeling a frame in a silence gap

as speech, Pfa. The plot in Figure 2 displays Pdet plot-

ted against Pfa for each the six environment types on

the complete 120 conversation evaluation set. In produc-

ing manual segmentations, transcribers simply associated

portions of the conversation-side with orthographic tran-

scriptions. Since there was no precise de�nition of an

utterance, it is imprecise to use these segmentations as a

reference for evaluating the automatic procedure. Nev-

ertheless, it is clear from Figure 1 that the AC carrier

condition has over twice the Pfa than the average of the

other �ve conditions.

Table 2 shows the word accuracies obtained on the

30-conversation-side development database using both

manually and automatically derived segmentations. The

techniques that are performed during each decoding pass

are indicated in Table 1. It is clear from the table that

using the automatic segmentation procedure has a sig-

ni�cant impact on WAC. Closer inspection of the results

reveals that silence gap word insertions in a few of the

AC carrier conversation sides accounts for a large portion

of the errors.
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Figure 2: Frame detection performance of automatic
utterance segmentation procedure using the manual
utterance segmentations as a reference.

Segmentation Average Word Accuracy (WAC)

Method Pass 1 Pass 2 Pass 3

Manual 64.9 70.4 71.7

Automatic 61.5 67.7 69.6

Table 2: WAC using utterances obtained from auto-
matic and manually derived segmentations.

4.3 ASR Performance Across Multiple Condi-

tions

An e�ort was made to analyze the environment speci�c

performance of the modeling techniques described in Sec-

tion 3. Table 3 displays the WAC obtained for each of

the six environments described in Section 2 on the 240-

conversation-side evaluation corpus. There were a total

of 51665 words contained in the reference transcriptions.
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For each environmental condition, three WAC �gures are

displayed for each decoding pass. The techniques that

are performed during each decoding pass are indicated

in Table 1. The �rst row of Table 3 displays the average

performance on the evaluation set after each decoding

pass, and is seen to di�er only slightly from the average

performance obtained for the development set shown in

Table 1.

There are several observations that can be made from

the results in Table 3. The �rst observation is that there

is a large disparity in performance across the six condi-

tions. WAC ranged from nearly 77 percent in the O�ce

environment to 61 percent for the AC carrier environ-

ment. The poor performance for the AC carrier environ-

ment was aggravated by the fact that there were several

hundred word insertions that occurred in silence gaps of

the conversation-sides for that condition. Second, the

combination of frequency warping and CMS consistently

resulted in increases in WAC across all conditions. A

third observation was that the e�ect of MLLR speaker

adaptation was not so consistent across all conditions.

In fact, for the Quiet environment, MLLR had no e�ect

at all.

Environmental Average Word Accuracy (WAC)

Condition Pass 1 Pass 2 Pass 3

Average 61.1 67.1 69.0

AC carrier 36.3 56.3 60.9

E3 AWACS 53.6 62.3 63.1

HMMWV 55.3 60.9 63.9

MCE 57.9 65.0 66.9

O�ce 73.2 75.1 76.9

Quiet 72.5 75.2 75.1

Table 3: WAC Performance for all six conditions on
120 conversation (240 conversation-side) evaluation
corpus.

5 DISCUSSION

Two observations can be made concerning the potential

for further performance improvements through improve-

ments in acoustic modeling. These observations relate to

analysis of word lattices generated by the recognizer and

to the performance of a system based on multiple HMM

models.

During each recognition pass, a set of word lattices are

generated for each utterance. The lattice inclusion rate

is measured by �nding the word string in the word lattice

generated for an utterance that most closely matches the

reference string. It gives an indication of the potential

improvement that could be obtained if only the strings

in the lattice could be resorted in the proper way. The

lattice inclusion rate obtained for the development set

described by the results in Table 1 was found to be 79.4

percent. Given the substantial discrepancy between this

lattice inclusion rate and the top-choice word accuracy

of 69.6 percent, it is likely that there is still a great deal

of room for improvement in our basic acoustic modeling

procedures.

Approaches that attempt to exploit the diversity in the

results obtained from di�ering HMMs have been investi-

gated in the DARPA speech recognition community [4].

An attempt was made here to combine results obtained

using two separate HMMs trained using wide-band and

narrow-band front-ends. This was motivated by a simi-

lar approach taken in [8]. For each utterance, word lat-

tices obtained from the second decoding pass described

above for the two models were combined to obtain the

word string used for performing MLLR adaptation. Sim-

ilarly, the word lattices obtained after the last decoding

pass were combined to obtain the �nal word string [4].

This mutliple model, parallel decoding system failed to

improve the overall word accuracy. While it resulted in

improved WAC for the O�ce and Quiet conditions, it

caused WAC to decrease for the poorer performing con-

ditions.

6 CONCLUSIONS

It is important to note that the system described here

represents the application of a robust acoustic model-

ing techniques to a new task. It remains for future work

to apply explicit noise compensation procedures designed

for explicit modeling of or removal of the background con-

ditions represented in this corpus. A multiple pass ASR

system was developed to operate on continuous noisy

conversations. The system included speech/background

segmentation, speaker normalization, and speaker adap-

tation. A multiple model, parallel decoding system was

also investigated. An overall word accuracy of 69.0 per-

cent was obtained on an evaluation set which included

240 conversation-sides from talkers in six military noise

environments. It is hoped that this speech corpus, or one

similar to it, will become a common task amongst the

community of researchers in noise robust speech recogni-

tion and serve to accelerate progress in the area.
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